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Constellations: No one disputes their celestial glory -dazzling, dramatic, and perhaps somehow

meaningful. But how? What is it about the 12 major constellations in our night sky that has

captivated almost everyone throughout history from ancient stargazers searching the skies with

naked eyes to modern astronomers scanning the stars through incredibly powerful telescopes.

There are those who claim the stars give each of us personal information based on the date of our

birth. But we know better, or course. Are the positioning of the stars entirely random? If so, why do

they tell such a powerful story? Is anything in God's universe truly random? Is He not a God of

order, with an immense desire to teach us and reach us through every possible aspect of His

creation? Study the heavens with a biblical perspective and learn the real message God has written

in the stars.
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Anatomy of the Heavens: God's Message in the StarsIn the clearest and simplest of terms, author

John Klein tells the story of God's plan for his people. For far too long most of mainstream

Christianity has been misled as to the importance and significance of the Hebrew Scriptures (Old

Testament) and led to believe that since the death of Yeshua/Jesus, Believers live under a form of

grace that relieves the Believer of all responsibility for living a righteous life. This has become know

as "cheap grace" or "grace abuse". See the works of Mark Driscoll for more on this.Mr. Klein sets

the record straight, using Scripture; God does not change so it is impossible that there have been

created two sets of "rules" for living: one for the Jews and one for the Christians. All mankind must



live by the same set of rules issued by God/Yahveh to Moses on Mount Sinai. These

commandments are not burdensome and you should not be turned off by the seemingly daunting

number of 613; many-most--of that number do not apply to the common man/woman; they are for

the priesthood and the management of the Temple (when one exists).When you understand this

and then review the commandments, one by one, you quickly see that, if you are an authentic

Christian you are already keeping most of these commandmants.The reason I feel this book is so

important for Christians to read toeday is that the end times are quite near--yes, yes man has been

claiming that for thousands of years, but just look around at the world and judge for yourself. Does

not our own cournty deserve the wrath of God for our corporate sinful behavior? I think yes.Because

Christianity is so divorced from the Hebrew Scriptures most are unaware of what life will be like

when Yeshua returns to earth to rule as our King for 1,000 years. While we don't know all the details

of His reign we do know a lot--much of it contained in the book of Ezeliel, Chapters 40-48. Animal

sacrifices will be resumed; mankind will be required to come to Jerusalem at least once a year to

honor Yahveh (if they don't, rain will be withheld from their country for the coming year).The

Millennial Kingdom world is not "Heaven". It is not even the "New Earth". It is this earth that we have

now but it will probably be in a very damaged condition because of Yahveh's wrath being poured

out on the land. Maybe you think that you will escape all that through the Rapture. You are wrong,

very wrong. If you are now justified and become glorified with the Second Coming and the

resurrection you will have witnessed much, if not all, of the Great Tribulation. But you will have been

protected!When the dust settles and Jesus takes his throne in Jerusalem there will still be nations

and kindgoms on the earth. People will still live in places where they live now. It will be their job,

together with Christ, to restore the land and assist in the government of all the earth. That

government will be under the Constitution known as Torah and it will apply to all mankind and will be

enforced with an iron hand.I suggest to you, that the better your understand these things the easier

will be your transition to live in the Millennium. If you make it. You might not. In spite of what you

now think, you might not be saved/justified. That is why Mr. Klein's book is so important to you. It is

not too late for you to learn to true way of righeous living, it is still not too late for you to be part of

the Bride or Christ, or at least a member of the wedding party. You do not want to be amonng the

vast throng who stand before the King and hear him say, "Depart from me, I never knew you".But

why has the Church so misled you? Did not Yeshua (and Paul) warn that the Devil would enter into

the church and plant seeds of destruction? This destruction has been going on for two thousand

years. The the theological seminaries in this country and around the world are no longer, for the

most part, working on behalf of Yahveh, they are working on behalf of Satan. Don't forget: this world



belongs to satan "for a little while", that is why our lives seem so hard.Buck up, Christen! Take hold

of your own Salvation. Ensure it is True Salvation and not false. Come to know the intent of all

Scripture as breathed by God himself for our instruction so we can become holy as he commanded

up: "Be holy because I am holy."Anatomy of the Heavens: God's Message in the Stars can help you

become holy, truly holy.

I don't see the full pictures in the sky, but it is amazing to read the insights of ancient stargazers in

widespread parts of the world and in various times and how they confirm God's book and design of

the universe.

I am still reading, and every page read is a blessing. I come to the conclusion that God is Mighty

and Merciful.since the beginning of time He planned to rescue humanity.I strongly suggest to

purchase and read this book; who would write better than a Jew. John Klein smashes the content in

order to give us the " bottle " to drink the content of this amazing book.

A great read.Well written and researched explanation of the genuine and original purpose of the

zodiacs.Well worth the price and the information.

An absolute must for anyone interested in the real idea of the Star Groups. An eye-opener as is the

whole series.

Ground breaking information on the heavens.

Facinating.
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